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Anti-collision Protocols for Single-Reader RFID
Systems: Temporal Analysis and Optimization
Thomas F. La Porta, Gaia Maselli, and Chiara Petrioli,
Abstract—One of the major challenges in the use of Radio Frequency-based IDentiﬁcation (RFID) on a large scale is the ability to read
a large number of tags quickly. Central to solving this problem is resolving collisions that occur when multiple tags reply to the query
of a reader. To this purpose several MAC protocols for passive RFID systems have been proposed. These typically build on traditional
MAC schemes such as aloha and tree based protocols. In this paper we propose a new performance metric by which to judge these
anti-collision protocols: time system efﬁciency. This metric provides a direct measure of the time taken to read a group of tags. We then
evaluate a set of well-known RFID MAC protocols in light of this metric. Based on the insights gained we propose a new anti-collision
protocol and show that it signiﬁcantly outperforms previously proposed mechanisms.
Index Terms—RFID, passive tags, single reader, anti-collision, MAC protocols.
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I NTRODUCTION

R

ADIO -F REQUENCY ID ENTIFICATION (RFID) is considered a key technology for item identiﬁcation and
efﬁcient object tracking, and enables fundamental operations such as automatic inventory and management. An
RFID system consists of radio frequency identiﬁcation
devices, named tags, that are able to communicate wirelessly to one or more readers. Tags are attached to objects
that need to be identiﬁed and answer with their ID
when inquired by a reader. Typical applications require
cheap and unobtrusive identiﬁcation tags to be attached
to various different items (T-shirts, cereal boxes, books,
animals, etc.). To this aim tags should be small, light,
low cost and able to operate independently of batteries
or external sources of energy. Passive tags fulﬁll this purpose by receiving the energy needed for communication
by the RF carrier of the inquiring reader. The request
message from a reader gives the tags enough energy to
remodulate the signal so that their ID information is backscattered to the reader.
One of the major challenges for passive RFID systems
is that of avoiding or solving collisions due to interference that might occur among readers and/or tags.
Collisions occur when two or more tags simultaneously
transmit to the same reader (tag-tag collisions). This is
a serious problem when the density of RFID tags is
high and for applications in which many RFID tags in
the same area must be read. For example, if an RFID
reader is used to take inventory in a warehouse with
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a high density of RFID tags placed on items on pallets,
many collisions will occur increasing the amount of time
required to complete the inventory. Likewise, if RFID
is deployed to scan shopping carts at a store checkout
counter, collisions amongst tags in the cart will delay the
checkout process.
In this paper, we speciﬁcally address this problem in a
single-reader scenario in which the reader has no knowledge of the tag population. Note that the presence of
multiple readers in the same area may also cause readerreader collisions [1], [2], [3], but we do not address this
problem here.
Since the system is highly asymmetric (the reader is
resource-rich while tags have very limited storage and
computing capabilities, and are unable to hear the signal
transmitted by the other tags and to detect collisions)
channel access must be arbitrated by the reader. This is
the basis of the many anti-collision protocols that have
been proposed in the literature [4][5].
There are two main classes of anti-collision protocols
so far proposed: Aloha-based and tree-based. Aloha-based
protocols consider the channel to be slotted into intervals
of time [6]. The start of each slot is signaled by the
reader with a short message. Slots are issued in groups,
or frames (from which the name Framed Slotted Aloha),
whose size is set and communicated by the reader at
the beginning of each frame. Each tag randomly and
uniformly selects one slot, and transmits its ID during
that slot time. At the end of the frame, tags that are
successfully identiﬁed become silent, while tags that
generated collisions keep trying in the following frames.
The performance of aloha-based protocols is highly affected by the frame size. Because the cardinality of tag
population to be identiﬁed is not known, frame sizing is
a big issue for aloha-based protocols.
The second group of anti-collision protocols build on
serial tree algorithms [7] (also known as walking tree
algorithms). Tree-based protocols proceed more determin-
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istically: They iteratively query a subset of tags which
match a given property until all tags are identiﬁed. These
protocols are called tree-based because the identiﬁcation
process can be represented as a tree where the root
is the set of tags to be identiﬁed, intermediate nodes
represent groups of colliding tags answering the same
reader request, and the leaves correspond to single-tag
responses. Tree-based protocols differ in the way tags are
queried (e.g., based on a counter stored in the tags, or
on the binary structure of tag ID’s).
Despite the wide range of anti-collision protocols proposed in the literature, an in-depth understanding of
their relative performance is still lacking. In particular preliminary comparison between different solutions
have failed to consider the ultimate performance metric
– the time needed to complete the identiﬁcation process.
In this paper we make the following contributions:
•

•

•

•

We deﬁne a new performance metric by which to
judge RFID anti-collision protocols: Time System
Efﬁciency (T ime SE). The T ime SE is a measure of
the percentage of time successfully spent in identifying tags. Speciﬁcally, it is the ratio between the time
taken to read all tags if there were no collisions and
the total actual time taken to read the tags. Time SE
gives a clear idea of how much time is devoted
to tag identiﬁcation and how much is wasted in
collisions or in idle rounds. A protocol that has
Time SE = 0.6 spends the 60% of time in identifying
tags, while 40% of time is wasted in collision and
idle rounds. The T ime SE is complemented with
latency, which is a measure of the total time taken
to resolve queries, and reﬂects the performance
experienced by the user.
Given the new T ime SE metric, we evaluate a set
of the major anti-collision protocols previously proposed and characterize their behavior. This provides
insight into the strengths and weaknesses of each
protocol.
Given the new T ime SE metric, we determine the
optimal parameter settings to tune existing protocols. Using these settings maximizes their T ime SE
(and minimizes the time taken to resolve queries).
With the insight into the performance of existing
protocols with respect to T ime SE, we deﬁne a
new anti-collision protocol, called Binary Splitting
Tree Slotted Aloha (BSTSA), that is designed to
provide the maximum T ime SE. We show through
extensive analysis and simulation that this protocol
achieves very close to the maximum T ime SE and
outperforms the other anti-collision protocols.

BSTSA uses a novel combination of several of the
existing anti-collision protocols. In addition to achieving
a high T ime SE, BSTSA has the attractive property
of being robust. While we show other protocols may
perform well in networks of speciﬁc sizes, or when
the number of tags to be read is known in advance,
BSTSA works well across the full range of network

sizes without any knowledge of the number of tags
in advance. BSTSA also resolves a large percentage of
queries quickly. Therefore it is ideal in applications in
which mobile readers, perhaps being used by people or
attached to forklifts in a warehouse, continuously update
inventories as they move.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section
2 presents the transmission model used in the paper.
Section 3 presents an overview of the major anti-collision
protocols proposed and presents a new analysis of each
in terms of their T ime SE. In this Section we also tune
some of the protocols to overcome obvious bottlenecks
in their performance. Section 4 presents the derivation
of the optimal frame size for the aloha-based protocols
considering T ime SE, while Section 5 describes our new
protocol BSTSA. In Section 6 we discuss the results of a
ns2-based performance evaluation of BSTSA and other
major representatives of the aloha-based and tree-based
protocols. Finally, section 7 concludes the paper.

2

T RANSMISSION

TIME MODEL

To perform a realistic evaluation of the temporal aspects of protocols, it is necessary to deﬁne a reference
model that speciﬁes time requirements for reader-totag (R => T ) and tag-to-reader (T => R) communications. The transmission model we consider has been
derived by the EPCglobal Speciﬁcation Class-1 Gen-2
[8], that deﬁnes the physical and logical requirements
for a passive-backscatter, interrogator-talks-ﬁrst, radiofrequency identiﬁcation system, based on Framed Slotted Aloha. From this standard, we drew out two important aspects that must be considered when evaluating
transmission time. First of all, physical overhead has
to be considered, as both R => T and T => R
transmissions begin with a preamble. Because the R => T
preamble is not transmitted in each slot, but only in the
ﬁrst request issued at the beginning of a frame (when
the reader signals the frame size and the start of the
ﬁrst slot), its effect is negligible. Conversely, because
the T => R preamble is sent at the beginning of
each tag transmission, it has a high impact on protocol
performance. The size of this preamble depends on data
encoding. In the case of FM0 which is usually employed
for single-reader scenarios, the preample is 6 bits long.
The second aspect to take into account is link timing:
when estimating transmission duration propagation delay, transmission delay, and the reaction time of the tags
must be considered. Propagation delay in both directions
(R => T and T => R) is a ﬁxed time, estimated at
1/30 μs based on a reference distance of 10m between
the reader and the tags and on the propagation speed
(i.e., the speed of light). Transmission delay depends
on the transmission datarate and on the amount of
bits to be transmitted. Reaction time depends on device
characteristics and measures the reaction time from the
end of a message reception to the start of a message
transmission. On the tag side, it is estimated as R1 =
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(b) Idle slot.

Fig. 1. Link timing for reader-to-tag and tag-to-reader transmission during a slot.
10/datarate, while on the reader side it is estimated as
R2 = 1/datarate (according to EPC speciﬁcation (see
pag. 34 of [8])).
Figures 1(a) and 1(b) show the link timing for a
message exchange between a reader and a tag in the
case of a collision/identiﬁcation slot or an idle slot,
respectively1 . The reader starts by transmitting a start
of slot to the tags. This message is received by the tags
after the transmission time, T X reader, and the propagation delay. After receiving the message, the reader
takes time R1 to react and reply. The reader receives the
response after the transmission time, T X tag, and the
propagation delay. After receiving the tag response, the
reader needs a reaction time R2 before being able to issue
a new start of slot. If no tag responds to the reader, and
idle slot results, shown in Figure 1(b). The reader realizes
that no transmission is coming back from the tags after
time RX threshold which is the time at which the reader
should receive the ﬁrst bit of tag transmissions. In this
case the slot ends when the RX threshold elapses, and
the reader issues a new start of slot after a reaction time
R2.
We apply a similar model to tree-based protocols, in
which the message sent by the reader is a query, and tags
respond with their ID (we call this message exchange a
round). The only difference between a slot and a round
in terms of duration is the time taken by the reader
message; in aloha-based protocols this is a start of slot,
while in a tree-based protocol it is a query.
We use this model in our investigation and as the
reference time model for our simulations. This allows us
to have a common time reference that depends only on
datarate and physical device characteristics. The model
highlights that the duration of a slot or round strictly
depends on the amount of bits transmitted by the reader
(in the slot signaling or query message) and by the
tag (in the response message). As a consequence, the
duration of an idle slot or round that does not involve
any tag response is shorter than the time taken by an
identiﬁcation or collision slot or round that involves
the transmission of tag’s ID. This characteristic plays
an important role when comparing protocols from a

where Rident is the number of tags identiﬁed and Rtot is
the total number of rounds required to identify them,
which is given by the sum of identiﬁcation (Rident ),
collision (Rcoll ), and idle (Ridle ) rounds.
System efﬁciency does not consider the time taken by
different rounds. For this reason we introduce the time
system efﬁciency, T ime SE, that accounts for the different duration of each round. Because idle rounds do not
involve the transmission of tag IDs, they are shorter than
identiﬁcation and collision rounds, and consequently
have a signiﬁcantly lower impact on protocol performance. For this reason, when evaluating T ime SE, idle
rounds are normalized to the length of identiﬁcation

1. For the purpose of our analysis, collision slots have the same
duration of identiﬁcation slots, as tags respond always sending their
IDs.

2. From now on we consider a round the exchange of a reader
message (i.e., time slot signaling in aloha-based protocols and query
in tree-based protocols) and relative tag response.

temporal point of view.

3
OF

T IME S YSTEM E FFICIENCY
A LOHA P ROTOCOLS

AND

A NALYSIS

In this section we formally deﬁne our new performance
metric, time system efﬁciency. We then analyze and
evaluate the time system efﬁciency of a representative
set of the major tree-based and aloha-based anti-collision
protocols for RFID networks. This analysis is the ﬁrst to
show the efﬁciency of these protocols in terms of the time
required to resolve queries of groups of tags. As such it
provides insight into how these existing protocols may
be optimized and how a new protocol may be designed
to reduce inefﬁciencies in terms of time to resolve group
queries.
3.1

System efﬁciency vs. time system efﬁciency

So far, system efﬁciency (SE) has been the most common
metric used to evaluate anti-collision protocol performance. SE is a measure of efﬁciency of the protocol in
terms of its use of slots. Formally, SE is the ratio between
the minimum number of rounds2 in which all tags could
possibly be read, which is equal to the number of tags
within range of the reader, and the actual number of
rounds taken by a speciﬁc protocol:
SE =

Rident
Rident
=
Rtot
Ridle + Rident + Rcoll

(1)
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and collision rounds (which have the same duration),
through a multiplicative factor β, which represents their
weight. Speciﬁcally, the time system efﬁciency T ime SE
is deﬁned by eq. 2.

To estimate the time system efﬁciency it is necessary
to evaluate the number of idle rounds. We refer to the
analysis performed in [12] for an r-ary tree to derive the
number of idle rounds in a binary splitting tree, as in
eq. 4

Rident
Rident
=
Rtot
1
βRidle + Rident + Rcoll
Rtot + (β − 1) · Ridle
Ridle =
−n+
(4)
(2)
2
2
When protocol designers aim to maximize SE, they
while the sum of identiﬁcation and collision rounds is
attempt to read all tags in the minimum total number of
estimated as in eq. 5.
rounds without regard to whether the additional rounds
1
required are a result of collisions or idle rounds. When
Rident + Rcoll  2.44n −
(5)
aiming to maximize T ime SE a tradeoff may be made
2
in which more idle slots are acceptable if there is a large
It follows that time system efﬁciency is estimated as in
reduction in collision slots.
eq. 6, considering β = 0.13 (which is the ratio among idle
In the following we go through the main anti-collision and collision rounds obtained for 96-bit IDs and 40Kbps
protocols and analyze their efﬁciency in terms of both channel datarate, according to the EPC global standard
SE and T ime SE.
speciﬁcation [8]).
T ime SE =

3.2 Tree-based protocols

T ime SEBS =

Tree-based protocols draw on tree algorithms for a
packet broadcast channel [7][9]. The tag identiﬁcation
process is deterministic, and is based on iteratively
querying a subset of tags which match a given property
until all tags are identiﬁed. These protocols are called
tree-based because the identiﬁcation process can be represented as a tree where the root is the set of tags to be
identiﬁed, intermediate nodes represent groups of colliding tags answering the same request from the reader, and
the leaves correspond to single-tag responses. Protocols
in this class differ in the way tags are queried: according
to the generation of a binary random number in Binary
Splitting [10], and the binary structure of tag IDs in
Query Tree [11].
3.2.1 Binary Splitting (BS) [10]
BS recursively splits answering tags into two sub-groups
until obtaining single-tag groups. Each tag maintains
a counter (initially set to zero). Tags with the counter
value equal to zero answer the reader query, while
others remain silent until their counter decreases to zero.
The value of the tag counter is modiﬁed depending on
whether the query results in a collision, identiﬁcation,
or no-answer. In case of collision, colliding tags add a
random binary value to their counter, i.e., they are split
into two subsets: those whose counter value is zero and
those whose counter value is one. The tags which were
not involved in the collisions increase their counters by
one. In case of identiﬁcation or no answer, all the tags
decrease their counter by one, so that those with the
counter at one will answer the next query.
It has been shown that for a network of n tags the
expected number Rtot of rounds (i.e., queries) needed to
identify all tags is 2.881n − 1 ≤ Rtot ≤ 2.887n − 1 [9]. The
system efﬁciency is thus obtained by eq. 3
SEBS =

n
= 0.34
2.88 · n

(3)

n
β( R2tot − n + 12 ) + 2.44n −

1
2

 0.40 (6)

3.2.2 Query Tree (QT) [11]
QT queries tags according to the binary structure of
their ID. The reader interrogates tags by sending them
a string, and only those tags whose IDs have a preﬁx
matching that string respond to the query. At the beginning, the reader queries all tags: this is implemented
by including a NULL string in the query. If a collision
occurs, then the string length is increased by one bit
until the collision is solved and a tag is identiﬁed. The
reader then starts a new query with a different string. In
particular if tag identiﬁcation occurs with a string q0 the
reader will query for string q1. The resulting binary tree
has nodes at the i−th level labeled with all the possible
values of a preﬁx of length i (e.g. nodes at level 1 contain
preﬁxes 0 and 1, nodes at level 2 preﬁxes 00, 01, 10, 11
and so on). The exploration of a subtree is skipped in
case there is only one tag matching the preﬁx stored in
the subtree root (i.e. if a tag identiﬁcation occurs when
the reader queries with the subtree root preﬁx).
In case of uniform ID distribution, the tree induced by
the query tree is analogous to the tree induced by the BS
protocol. This is because a set of uniformly distributed
tags splits approximately in equal parts at each query,
like in the BS protocol. Hence the QT protocol presents
the same system efﬁciency and time system efﬁciency of
BS protocol, estimated respectively as in eq. 3 (i.e., 34%)
and eq. 6 (i.e., 40%).
3.2.3 Query Tree Improved (QTI) [11]
QTI is an enhancement of the QT protocol. QTI optimizes the number of queries by avoiding those that will
certainly produce collisions. As an example, consider
the case in which preﬁx “p” produces a collision, while
preﬁx “p0 results in no tag answers. Then the reader
skips preﬁx “p1 that will certainly produce collision
and queries directly for “p10 and “p11 . The expected
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TABLE 1
System efﬁciency vs Time system efﬁciency for
tree-based protocols.

BS
QT
QTI

SE
0.34
0.34
0.39

Time SE
0.40
0.40
0.41

number of rounds needed by QTI to identify all tags
has been estimated as 2.6607n ≤ Rtot ≤ 2.665n − 1 [9].
Consequently, the QTI system efﬁciency is given by eq.
7
n
= 0.39
(7)
2.66 · n
As only collision rounds are reduced, the number of
idle rounds do not change with respect to the BS or QT
tree. Thus, the time system efﬁciency can be stimated as
eq. 8
SEQT I =

T ime SEQT I =

n
β( R2tot

− n + 12 ) + 2.44n −

1
2

 0.41 (8)

Table 1 summarizes the system efﬁciency and time
system efﬁciency values for the tree-based protocols.
3.3 Aloha-based protocols
Protocols in this class consider the channel to be slotted
into intervals of time, whose duration is equal to the
tag’s ID transmission time. When a reader issues a start of
frame it includes the number of slots in a frame. The tags
then randomly pick a slot in which to reply. Collisions
occur if two or more tags pick the same slot. The process
repeats itself until all tags are identiﬁed. Once a tag is
identiﬁed it no longer responds to the start of frame.
The performance of these protocols is dominated by
the selection of the number of slots in a frame. If there
are too few slots, many collisions occur and very few
tags are identiﬁed in each frame. If there are too many
slots, many tags may be identiﬁed, but many idle slots
are wasted. Compounding this problem is the fact that a
reader typically does not know a priori how many tags
are to be read, so it has no basis on which to set its
frame size. For this reason, a reader typically issues a
ﬁrst frame of a predeﬁned size.
Thus there are two important and strictly related issues for aloha-based protocols: 1) estimating the number
of tags; and 2) properly tuning the frame sizes.
A previous study [13] has shown that it is reasonable
to ﬁx the initial frame size to a value such as 128,
which represents a trade-off for both small and large
networks. In cases of small networks (e.g. few hundreds
of tags), this allows fast identiﬁcation of all tags, without
incurring too many idle slots. In cases of bigger networks
(e.g. 1000-2000 tags), a frame size of 128 slots does
not incur many more collisions than those that would
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occur with bigger frame sizes (e.g., 256 slots). Using
even bigger initial frames (i.e., thousands of slots) would
result in poor performance in cases of small networks.
Intuitively, minimizing the number of wasted slots in
a slotted aloha system is the same as maximizing the
throughput. Thus the maximum throughput will result
in the highest SE. It is well known that for slotted aloha
system throughput is maximized when the normalized
offered load is equal to one, i.e., in our case the number
of slots is made equal to the number n of tags to be read.
Therefore, to maximize SE the optimal size of a frame
is N = n. This result is veriﬁed in [14].
Still, the problem of estimating the number of tags to
be read must be solved. Several methods have been proposed to estimate tag cardinality [15]. The most accurate
and widely adopted method exploits the knowledge on
the number of idle, identiﬁcation, and collision slots that
occur in the immediately preceding frame. This estimation, based on Chebyshev’s inequality, is computed by
searching for the number of tags n such that the distance
N,n N,n
between the triple of estimated values aN,n
0 , a 1 , ak 
and the triple of observed values c0 , c1 , ck  is minimum,
as deﬁned by Equation 9 [16].
⎛
⎞ ⎛ ⎞
 aN,n

c0 
 0
⎜ N,n ⎟ ⎝ ⎠
(9)
(N, c0 , c1 , ck ) = min ⎝ a1 ⎠ − c1 
n 

c
 aN,n

k
k2
Here N denotes the size of the completed frame, aN,n
0
is the expected number of empty slots (idle slots), aN,n
1
is the expected number of slots with one responding tag
is the expected number of
(identiﬁcation slots), and aN,n
k
slots in which multiple tags reply (collision slots). The
N,n
N,n
values aN,n
depend on the frame size
0 ,a1 , and ak
N and on the number of tags, n, and are estimated
according to Equation 10.
aN,n
=N×
r

n
r

1
N

r

1−

1
N

n−r

(10)

The condition N = n coupled with Chebyshev’s
estimation of tags cardinality represents the approach
most widely taken by current aloha-based protocols.
In the following we go through the main aloha-based
solutions, highlighting protocol differences and studying
their efﬁciency in terms of both the number of rounds
(i.e., SE) and the time (i.e., T ime SE).
3.3.1

Framed Slotted Aloha (FSA) [16], [17]

FSA represents the starting step for the aloha mechanism
in the RFID environment. This protocol issues a ﬁrst
frame, and then sizes the subsequent frame according
to the outcomes of the ﬁrst. All tags that have not been
identiﬁed in the ﬁrst frame participate in the following
one. The process is repeated on subsequent frames, until
all tags are identiﬁed.
To evaluate the performance of FSA, it is necessary to
estimate the total number of slots, Rtot , issued during
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F

Rtot = n0 +

F

ni = n +
i=1

i−1

(

Pf (nj )) · n

(11)

i=1 j=0

where F represents the expected number of executed
i−1
frames, and the product ( j=0 Pf (nj )) · n gives the
number of slots executed at frame i. When only one tag
i−1
has to be identiﬁed, meaning that ( j=0 Pf (nj )) · n = 1,
then a single slot is executed and protocol execution
ends.
Given the total number of slots, Rtot , executed by
the FSA algorithm to identify n tags, we can estimate
the system efﬁciency SE = n/Rtot . Figure 2 shows the
system efﬁciency function by varying the number of
tags. For very small networks (i.e., less than 10 tags)
system efﬁciency is over 40%, while for larger networks
it tends to 36.8%, that is the classical value for Framed
Slotted Aloha throughput in multi-access networks [6].
To estimate T ime SE, we need to estimate the number
Ridle of idle slots to evaluate eq. 2. The expected number
of idle slots Ridle can be estimated as follows (eq. 12).
F

Ridle =

Pidle (ni ) · ni

(12)

i=0

where Pidle (ni ) = (1 − 1/ni )ni . The T ime SE function is
plotted in Figure 2. We set β = 0.03 which corresponds

1

SE (N=n)
TimeSE (N=n)
SE (N=128)
TimeSE (N=128)

0.8

0.6
Efficiency

protocol execution. Rtot is given by the sum of slots
executed in each frame, which varies in each frame. The
size of a frame depends on the number of tags that are
not identiﬁed in the previous frame. Given n tags and N
slots in a frame, the success probability Ps (n, N ) of identifying one tag is given by Ps (n, N ) = n/N (1 − 1/N )n−1 .
It follows that the expected number of tags, Ti , that are
identiﬁed is given by Ti = N · Ps (n, N ) = n(1 − 1/N )n−1 ,
while the expected number of tags, Tc , that collide, and
hence are unidentiﬁed, is Tc = n−Ti = n−n(1−1/N )n−1 .
We now distinguish two cases: i) the number n of tags
to identify is known and hence the initial frame can be
properly sized (N = n); ii) the number of tags to identify,
n, is unknown and a predeﬁned initial frame size N is
used (N = n).
In the ﬁrst case (N = n) the percentage of identiﬁed
tags is given by Ps (n) = (1 − 1/n)n−1 , where for brevity
we do not show in the notation the frame size that is
equal to the number of tags (N = n). The percentage of
unidentiﬁed tags (failure) is given by Pf (n) = 1−Ps (n) =
1 − (1 − 1/n)n−1 . It follows that the expected numbers
of identiﬁed and unidentiﬁed tags during the ﬁrst frame
are given, respectively, by Ps (n) · n and Pf (n) · n. The
latter provides the size for the following frame. Looking
at the complete protocol execution, the frame size varies
in the following way: at the ﬁrst frame (i = 0) the frame
size is n0 = n, at the second frame (i = 1) the frame
size is n1 = Pf (n0 ) · n0 (= Pf (n) · n), at the third frame
(i = 2) frame size is n2 = Pf (n1 )·n1 = Pf (n1 )·Pf (n0 )·n0 ,
and so on. Hence the total number of slots, Rtot , is given
by eq. 11:

0.4

0.2

0

10

128

210

300

400

Tags

Fig. 2. System efﬁciency and time system efﬁciency for
FSA protocol.
to the ratio among idle and collision rounds obtained
for 96-bit IDs and a 40 Kbps channel datarate, according
to the EPC global standard speciﬁcation [8], and N=n.
T ime SE shows the same behavior of SE but is about
50% higher. For a small number of tags, T ime SE ranges
from near 80% (for 2 tags) to 40% (in the case of 20-30
tags). For larger numbers of tags T ime SEF SA ≈ 0.57.
The comparison between the (round-based) system
efﬁciency and time system efﬁciency clearly shows that
considering real temporal aspects, protocol efﬁciency
increases because of the low impact of idle slots.
We now analyze the case in which the number of tags
to identify, n, is not known and the initial frame size N
is set to a predeﬁned value (N = n). The main difference
is in the size of the ﬁrst frame. When the ﬁrst frame is
completed, it is possible to estimate the number of tags
and tune the size of the following frame according to
this estimation, falling in the case N = n. The percentage
of tags that are identiﬁed in the ﬁrst frame is given by
Ps (n, N ) = n/N (1 − 1/N )n−1 , and the expected number
of identiﬁed tags is Ti = N · Ps (n, N ) = n(1 − 1/N )n−1 .
The expected number of unidentiﬁed tags is then given
by Tc = n − Ti = n − n(1 − 1/N )n−1 . From the second
frame, thanks to tag estimation we fall in the case N = n.
It follows that the number of slots required by the FSA
protocol to identify n tags with and initial frame of N
slots is: n0 = N at the ﬁrst frame, n1 = n−n(1−1/N )n−1
in the second frame, n2 = Pf (n1 )·n1 = Pf (n1 )·Pf (n, N )·n
in the third frame, and so on. Then the total number of
slots is given by eq. 13:
H

Rtot = N + n1 +

i−1

(

Pf (nj )) · n1

(13)

i=1 j=1

where H represents the expected number of executed
frames after the ﬁrst two.
The number of idle slots, Ridle , can be estimated
considering that an estimation of the number of tags
is possible only after completing the ﬁrst frame, whose
length is N , and ratio of idle slots is Pidle (n, N ) · N .
After that, the size of the following frame is estimated
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as n1 = Pf (n, N ) · n and the percentage of idle slots
is calculated as Pidle (n1 ) · n1 = Pidle (n1 ) · Pf (n, N ) · n.
Summing the idle slots on all frames we get:
H+1

Ridle = N · Pidle (n, N ) +

Pidle (nj ) · nj

(14)

j=1

The system efﬁciency SE = n/Rtot and the
n
T ime SE = Rtot +(β−1)·R
for N = 128 are shown in
idle
Figure 2. System efﬁciency is very low when the number
of tags is much smaller than the frame size (from a few to
about 50 tags). It reaches the maximum (i.e., 36.8%) when
the number of tags equals the frame size (n = N = 128),
and then slightly decreases due to the under-estimation
of the size of the ﬁrst frame. As the initial frame size
is lower than the number of tags, it produces a system
efﬁciency on the ﬁrst frame that is below the optimum
obtained for 128 tags. On subsequent frames it is possible
to exploit tag estimation to properly tune the frame size,
yielding a higher (possibly maximum) system efﬁciency.
Hence for n > 128, the difference between the values of
the system efﬁciency in the case of n = N and in the
case of N = 128 is due to the impact of the error on the
ﬁrst frame.
When considering temporal aspects, the impact of
different types of rounds becomes clearly visible. Because idle rounds are much shorter than collision and
identiﬁcation rounds, time system efﬁciency achieves its
maximum when the number of tags is between 20 and
30. In that case, almost all tags are identiﬁed during
the previous frame, collisions are minimum and idle
rounds have minor impact on time system efﬁciency,
which achieves 80%. Then, as collisions increase, the
time system efﬁciency decreases and crosses the curve
for the case of N = n when the number of tags equals
the frame size (n = N = 128). For a higher number of
tags (n > 128) the time system efﬁciency decreases due
to the impact of the higher number of collisions in the
ﬁrst frame, with respect to the case of n = N . These
results highlight the need for solutions that overcome
the limitation due to the use of a ﬁxed initial frame
size, and allow for a better frame tuning, enabling higher
efﬁciency.
A subsequent proposal, the Enhanced Dynamic
Framed Slotted Aloha (EDFSA) [14] slightly improves
efﬁciency over the classical Framed Slotted Aloha by
reducing the number of collisions when there are many
tags. EDFSA’s main advantage is that only a subset
of tags is queried to estimate the whole set, reducing
collisions. However, it does not solve the problem on
the initial frame size, showing performance comparable
to FSA.
3.3.2 Tree Slotted Aloha (TSA) [13]
TSA deals with collisions more efﬁciently by using a
different way of grouping tags that are queried in the
same frame. After the ﬁrst frame, a new set of “child”

7

frames is allocated, each devoted to solving the collisions which have occurred in a given slot of the ﬁrst
frame. Only the (few) tags which transmitted in that slot
participate in the corresponding frame. The approach is
repeated: If collisions occur in one of the frames allocated
to solve collisions (say, frame i), new frames are allocated
to solve such collisions (one for each collision slot in
frame i). This is possible by estimating the number of
tags colliding in each slot, and then allocating a properly
sized frame to solve the collisions which have occurred
in such slot. More precisely, if ni is the estimated number
of transmitting tags in reading cycle i (computed using
Chebyshev’s inequality), ci1 is the number of identiﬁed
tags during the i−th cycle, and cik the number of slots
with collisions, then the frame size of the (i + 1)−th
reading cycle is given by li+1 = (ni − ci1 )/cik .
TSA’s strength lies in generating a new frame for
each colliding slot, which avoids any re-mix of colliding
tags. However, tag estimation remains a weak point. In
TSA the estimated number of tags n (Equation 9) is
searched in the range [c1 + 2ck , 2(c1 + 2ck )]. While the
lower limit is correct, as at least two tags transmit in
a colliding slot, the upper limit is too low to reﬂect
realistic situations comprising a large number of tags.
This number is upper bounded by 4 times the initial
frame size 128, i.e., 512. As a result, the size of the
following frame is set to a value that is too small for
networks with a large number of tags. For example,
considering a scenario with 5000 tags and an initial
frame size of 128 slots, it is highly likely that c1 = 0, i.e.,
that no tag is identiﬁed in the ﬁrst frame. In this case,
2(c1 + 2ck) =4ck and therefore the size of the frame at
k
= 4. This is a large underestimation as the
level 1 is 4c
ck
expected number of tags colliding in a slot is around 40.
Therefore, many collisions happen at level 1 and in the
following round, in which the frame size will be around
4 and the number of tags per slot reduces to around
10. This shows that the upper bound 2(c1 + 2ck ) is not
suitable for large networks (with a small initial frame
size), and a better bound is needed. However, in the case
of a frame with all collision slots, it is not possible to give
a feasible interval in which to search for the n value, as
the number of tags that may generate collisions on all
slots may be highly variable. Table 2 shows the triple
of estimated values a0 , a1 , ak , and their distance from
the the observed values c0 , c1 , ck  = 0, 0, 128 (when
there are all collisions), by varying the number n of tags.
The vectorial distance between the two triples become
extremely small (close to 0) when n ≥ 1000, and it keeps
close to zero (with very small decrease) by (largely)
increasing the number of tags. The number of tags that
generates collisions on all slots can be 1000 as well as
2000, or even more. Hence, it is not possible to give an
upper bound to the number of tags. For this reason, we
propose the unbounded search, according to which the
smaller number n of tags for which the vectorial distance
is next to zero (in this case n = 1000) is selected. This
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TABLE 2
Estimation accuracy in the case N = 128, and c0 , c1 = 0,
ck = N
n
256
500
700
800
900
1000
1500
2000

vect. distance
64.671
16.211
4.537
2.337
1.188
0.598
0.017
0.0005

a0
17.187
2.536
0.528
0.241
0.110
0.050
0.001
0.00002

a1
34.645
9.983
2.912
1.519
0.780
0.396
0.012
0.0003

ak
76.167
115.482
124.560
126.240
127.110
127.554
127.987
127.9997

T ime SET SA

0≤n≤1
n≥2
(15)
which gives 2.3020238 · n. Hence, when n = N , TSA
system efﬁciency is given by eq. 16
sn =

1,
n
1 + n i=0 P {B(n, 1/n) = i} · si

SET SA =

Rident
1
=
= 0.43
2.3020 · Rident
2.3020

(16)

The value 2.3020 · n corresponds to 2.3020 · Rident
and represents the total number of rounds needed to
complete the identiﬁcation process. To estimate the time
system efﬁciency it is necessary to estimate the number
of idle rounds, Ridle . To this end, we estimate the number
tn of slots ﬁlled with at least one tag transmission (i.e.,
not idle) and then we ﬁnd the estimated number of idle
slots as Ridle = sn − tn . The estimated number of slots
with transmission is given by:

tn =

1,
n
1 + n i=1 P {B(n, 1/n) = i} · si

=
=

method improves the tag estimation with respect to the
bounded search, that stops at 2(c1 + 2ck ), but it is still
limited.
The cost of the TSA protocol can be estimated by
referring to random hash trees [18], a data structure
that is built in the following way. Given X1 , · · · , Xn ,
n > 1, independent uniform [0; 1] random numbers,
we partition [0; 1] into n equal intervals of length 1/n
each, and place all points in the intervals. LetN1 , · · · , Nn
be the cardinalities of the intervals (thus,
i Ni = n).
The data partitioning process is repeated recursively for
every interval that contains two or more points until
all intervals contain either zero or one point. The root
node represents [0; 1], and each node represents a given
interval. All internal nodes have at least two of the Xi ’s,
while all leaf nodes have one or zero of the Xi ’s.
The size sn of a random hash tree, deﬁned as the
number of nodes in the tree, corresponds to the total
number of rounds required by TSA protocol to identify n
tags (idle + identiﬁcation + collision). It can be estimated
as in eq. 15


which differs from sn only for the starting index of the
summation (we do not consider empty slots). Numerical
computation shows that tn ≈ 1.59 · n. It follows that
Ridle = 0.71 · n which corresponds to about 0.31 of the
total number of slots. Hence the time system efﬁciency
for TSA protocol, in the case the number of tags n is
known, is given by eq. 18

0≤n≤1
n≥2
(17)

3.3.3

Rident
(18)
(β − 1) · Ridle + sn
n
= 0.62
2.30 · n + (β − 1) · 0.71 · n

Dynamic Tree Slotted Aloha

(Dy TSA) [19]: Dy TSA represents an enhancement of
the TSA protocol coping with inaccurate tag estimation,
due to large numbers of tags and a small initial frame
size. The idea is to exploit the knowledge gained during
previously completed frames to estimate the number of
unread tags. The protocol is based on the assumption
that the allocation of a tag in a slot is completely
independent of the behavior of other tags. Therefore,
tags are uniformly distributed in available slots, and the
number of tags that fall in a slot is given by the binomial
distribution. The expected value of the number of tags
n
in a slot is E[X] = N
.
Let us consider a frame of size N , with a population
of n tags. At the end of the frame, in case there were
colliding slots (i.e., ck > 0), then Chebyshev’s estimation
is used to estimate the number of tags that participated
in the frame, and ck new child frames are issued, one for
each colliding slot in the parent frame. The participants
in each new frame are only the tags that collided in the
corresponding slot in the parent frame. The new frames
to be executed are estimated to have a size given by
Equation 9. However, when the ﬁrst of these sibling
frames is completed, the knowledge on the number of
tags that were found in the frame can be exploited to
reﬁne tag estimation and accordingly adapt the size of
sibling frames to be executed. When the second frame is
completed, the knowledge on the ﬁrst two frames can be
useful to reﬁne the size of the remaining frames, and so
on. The more frames are completed in a group of sibling
frames, the higher the accuracy achieved in estimating
the number of tags that are going to participate in the
following frames.
More generally, let us consider the execution of the
l−1
ith frame at level l, 1 < i ≤ cl−1
represents
k , where ck
the number of colliding slots in the parent frame at the
previous level. The size of the ith frame Si at level l is
estimated as the mean value of the tags that have been
identiﬁed in the sibling frames previous to i. Speciﬁcally,
if tj is the number of tags that participated in the frame
j at level l, then
1
Si =
i−1

i−1

tj .
j=1

(19)
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As TSA proceeds in a depth-ﬁrst order, in cases in
which a frame experiences collisions, they are resolved
going down in the tree, and only when all collisions
in a frame have been resolved, the next sibling frames
at the same level can be executed. This allows us not
only to exploit knowledge of previous frames, but also
to recursively apply the estimation method on deeper
levels of the tree, whenever multiple collision slots are
present in a frame.
The convergence towards a proper frame size tuning brings Dy TSA system efﬁciency closer to the TSA
theoretical optimum. Hence Dy TSA efﬁciency is upper
bounded by TSA efﬁciency (estimated for the case in
which tag population is known), which is estimated at
about 43% system efﬁciency, and about 62% time system
efﬁciency.

4

O PTIMAL

So far, the optimal frame tuning in aloha protocols
has ignored that different types of slots have different
durations. Idle slots are much shorter than identiﬁcation
and collision slots. Intuitively, to maximize T ime SE
the protocol should over-allocate frames. This will trade
collision slots with idle slots which have a much lower
cost. In fact, given the large discrepancy in the relative
weights between idle and collision slots in actual systems
(recall that β in eq. (2) is 0.03), it is worth experiencing a
large number of additional idle slots to eliminate a small
number of collision slots. The open question we discuss
here is how large should the overestimation be.
Speciﬁcally if we consider the T ime SE as deﬁned in
eq. (2), we can obtain the optimal frame sizing in the
following way. Let a1 , ak , and a0 be the number of identiﬁcation, collision and idle slots in a frame, respectively,
as deﬁned in eq. (10) (for brevity we omit the superscripts N, n). Consequently we get a0 = N × (1 − 1/N )n ,
a1 = n × (1 − 1/N )n−1 , and ak = N − a0 − a1 .
The T ime SE is thus deﬁned by Eq. 20
n−1

n 1 − N1
a1
T ime SE =
=
βa0 − a0 + N
(β − 1)N (1 − N1 )n + N
(20)
To obtain the optimal frame size N for a given number
of tags, we compute the maximum value of T ime SE
SE
by deriving Eq. 20, and posing ∂T ime
= 0. The
∂N
maximum is achieved when
1
N
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Fig. 3. Left and right side functions of eq. 21.
number of tags n and the optimal frame size N we can
apply linear interpolation, which gives

FRAME SIZING

(β − 1) 1 −

9

n

+1=

n
N

(21)

We have plotted the functions on the left and right
sides of Eq. 21 in Fig 3 for varying values of n and β =
0.03 (which is the ratio among idle and collision rounds
obtained for 96-bit IDs and 40Kbps channel datarate,
according to the EPC global standard speciﬁcation [8]).
The crossing points in Fig. 3 represents the values for
which the left and right side of Eq. 21 are equal when
n = 1000, 2000, 3000. To obtain a relation between the

N = 4.406 · n − 1

(22)

The above equation tells us that when the frame size
is about 4.4 times the number of tags, the time system
efﬁciency is maximum, and it is near 80% for a single
frame.
The β value plays an important role when ﬁnding
the overestimation factor that maximizes time system
efﬁciency. Table 3 shows how frame overestimation and
relative time system efﬁciency change by varying the β
value.
The optimal frame sizing improves the performance of
framed slotted aloha protocols. As a proof we estimate
the T ime SE of the best performing aloha protocol,
TSA. Analogous to the analysis performed for TSA when
the number of tags n is known and the frame size is
set equal to the number of unidentiﬁed tags (N = n),
we evaluate the number of slots executed by the TSA
protocol when the optimal overestimation is applied
(N = 4.406 · n − 1) as in eq. 23


0≤n≤1
n≥2
(23)
which gives 5.252 · n. Substituting this value is eq. 1 we
obtain the expected SE of TSA with optimal frame size
1
to be SET SA = 5.252
= 0.19
To estimate the T ime SE we calculate the expected
number tn of slots ﬁlled with at least one tag transmission (i.e., not idle), so that we can obtain the number of
idle slots as Ridle = sn − tn . The estimated number of
slots with transmission is given by:
sn =



1,
n
1 + N i=0 P {B(n, 1/N ) = i} · si

0≤n≤1
n≥2
(24)
which gives 1.086 · n. It follows that the number of idle
rounds is sn − tn = 4.164 · n. Substituting in eq. 2 we get
tn =

1,
n
1 + N i=1 P {B(n, 1/N ) = i} · si
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TABLE 3
Optimal frame size and maximum time system efﬁciency for different β values.
β
N
TSE

1
1·n
0.36

0.5
1.3 · n
0.46

0.33
1.53 · n
0.52

0.25
1.72 · n
0.56

0.20
1.89 · n
0.59

0.10
2.55 · n
0.67

TABLE 4
TSA performance by optimizing SE (i.e., N = n) and
Time SE (i.e., N = 4.4 ∗ n − 1)

1000
3000
5000

SE
0.38
0.37
0.37

Opt. SE
Time SE
Latency
0.52
6.91
0.51
21.0
0.51
35.3

SE
0.28
0.20
0.20

Opt. Time SE
Time SE
Latency
0.64
5.30
0.68
14.8
0.71
23.5

0.05
3.48 · n
0.75

1

0.04
3.85 · n
0.77

0.03
4.40 · n
0.80

TSA
TSA OPT
Dy_TSA
Dy_TSA OPT

0.8
Time System Efficiency

Tags

0.06
3.20 · n
0.73

0.6

0.4

0.2

that the expected T ime SE for the TSA with optimal
frame sizing is T SET SA = 0.82.
To show the importance of the temporal efﬁciency we
compare the results achieved by optimizing respectively
the SE and the Time SE (simulation details are given
in Section 6). Table 4 summarizes the results for these
metrics and absolute latency (measured in seconds), for a
few scenarios (n=1000,2000,3000), when the TSA protocol
is optimally tuned for SE and Time SE. Results show
that when we optimize for SE (i.e, N = n), Time SE and
absolute latency are not good. When we optimize on
Time SE (i.e., N = 4.4 ∗ n − 1), the Time SE increases (up
to 40% in the case of 5000 tags) and latency drastically
decreases (33% for 5000 tags).
The trend of Time SE by varying the number of tags
is shown in ﬁgure 4, where the basic TSA and Dy TSA
protocols are compared with their optimal versions (i.e.,
TSA OPT and Dy TSA OPT), which apply optimal frame
sizing, and implement the unbounded search of the number n of tags. The TSA bounded refers to the basic TSA
protocol, in which tag estimation is performed searching
for the n value that minimizes the error between the
observed values on frame outcome and the estimated
values, varying n in the interval [c1 +2ck , 2(c1 +2ck )]. The
unbounded version removes the upper bound 2(c1 + 2ck )
and stops searching when the error is next to 0 (feasible
when there are all collisions).
Results show that TSA and Dy TSA with optimal
frame sizing coincide and have better performance than
their basic counterparts. The reason behind their similar
behavior is the joint effect of optimal frame sizing and
the unbounded search of the number of tags. This greatly
reduces the number of collisions, obviating the improvements provided of Dy TSA which cope with inaccurate
tag estimation in situations in which many collisions
occur in a single frame. The time system efﬁciency of
the optimal TSA and Dy TSA improves over the basic
protocol versions, achieving 80% for very small networks
(i.e., 100-200 tags), and decreasing to 65% for larger

0

500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 4500 5000
Tags

Fig. 4. Time system efﬁciency for different variations of
aloha protocols.
networks (around 1000 tags). Then it slightly increases
again, due to a more effective tag estimation in the case
of large number of tags (i.e., 5000 tags).
However, the performance of these protocols is lower
than expected (i.e., theoretically estimated as ≈ 0.82).
This is because TSA time system efﬁciency is calculated
for the case that the tags population n is known. In
practice, the n value is unknown and the initial frame
cannot be tuned to the optimal value. A predeﬁned
value, such as 128, is considered for the tag set, and
optimal frame sizing is applied to that value, issuing
an initial frame of 4.406 ∗ 128 − 1 = 562 slots. This
initial frame size allows for good performance in cases
of a small number of tags (as long as it provides an
overestimation), but penalizes larger networks, making
the Time SE decrease signiﬁcantly. This aspect motivates
our search for an effective and efﬁcient tag estimation
method that allows to execute the TSA protocol with
knowledge of tag population, achieving almost maximum system efﬁciency for any network size.

5

A

NEW PROTOCOL :

BSTSA

We propose a new protocol, called Binary Splitting Tree
Slotted Aloha (BSTSA), that provides accurate tag estimation and fast tag identiﬁcation. The protocol combines
aspects of the BS and TSA protocols, leveraging the
strengths of each. We use the BS approach to accurately
estimate the number of tags. We then follow by using
the TSA approach to actually identify the tags because
of its strength in overcoming collisions.
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(a) Binary Splitting phase.

11

(b) Tree Slotted Aloha phase.

Fig. 5. BSTSA protocol tree.
5.1 BSTSA protocol description

5.2

The protocol starts by splitting tags into groups through
binary splitting (see Figure 5(a)), and proceeds by applying the Tree Slotted Aloha to each group separately
(see Figure 5(b)). The binary splitting phase hands over
to the TSA protocol when it identiﬁes the ﬁrst tag.3 In
terms of tree representation, the ﬁrst tag identiﬁcation
corresponds to visiting the leftmost leaf of the tree (see
Figure 5(a)). At this point of protocol execution, tags are
split into groups of different sizes (the size decreases
as we descend on the tree). In particular, at each query
(represented by intermediate nodes) the BS process splits
tags into two smaller subsets (whose size is nearly half
of the original group), and consequently each node at
a given level of the tree contains approximately half of
the tags of its parent node. When the splitting process
reaches a single-tag group (i.e., the left leaf on the tree),
the protocol starts identifying the right siblings on the
tree. We start from the right sibling ri of the leftmost
leaf li . We expect ri to contain a group of tags whose
cardinality is similar to the number of tags found on its
left sibling li . We can use this information to properly
size the TSA frame to identify such group of tags (see
Figure 5(b)). When we go up one layer (say to layer i+1),
the sum of the number of tags that have been identiﬁed
in the two sibling child nodes ri and li gives the number
of tags we expect to identify on the right sibling of the
parent node (i.e., on ri+1 ). This information is again used
to apply TSA with a proper initial frame size to identify
the tags of ri+1 .
As more groups are identiﬁed, the group size estimation becomes more accurate: going up on the tree tag
groups are bigger and hence the probability that they
are divided into two equal parts is higher4

To evaluate the BSTSA complexity, we have to consider
that the protocol includes two different mechanisms: the
splitting process and the tag identiﬁcation, both of which
involve a cost in terms of rounds. Let RP [n] be the
expected number of rounds needed to identify a set of
n tags by applying the protocol P . Then, RBST SA [n] can
be calculated as in eq. 25.

3. Please note that the binary splitting is applied only to reach the
ﬁrst single-tag group, and not to identify all tags (i.e., obtaining all
single tag-groups) as in the classical BS protocol.
4. Large number of tags (thus large frame sizes) are envisioned in
RFID systems. The EPC global standard [8] speciﬁes that a frame length
can be as large as 32768 slots.

Analysis of the BSTSA Protocol

n

RBST SA [n] = 1+

P {Bn,1/2 (k)}×(RBST SA [k]+RT SA [n−k])
k=0

(25)
where the left term (i.e.,
1)
represents
the
initial
split 
ting and P {Bn,1/2 (k)} = nk 2−k gives the probability of
dividing a set of n tags into two groups, one of k tags,
and the other one of n − k tags. RT SA [i] is the expected
number of rounds taken by the TSA protocol with
optimal frame size executed on i tags and is estimated
as in eq. 23.
Considering the two phases, we have:
n

RBST SA [n]

=

1+

P {Bn,1/2 (k)} × RBST SA [k]

k=0
n

+

P {Bn,1/2 (k)} × RT SA [n − k](26)
k=0

where the ﬁrst two terms give the splitting cost while
the right most term gives the cost of the several TSA
executions. By referring to the TSA cost already evaluated in Section 3 and considering the length of different
rounds in the BS and TSA phases we calculate the time
system efﬁciency for the BSTSA protocol as:
Rident ∗ lT SA
≈ 0.80
RBS ∗ lBS + RT SA ∗ lT SA
(27)
where the numerator indicates the time taken by tag
identiﬁcation. This is approximated as if all identiﬁcations are performed through the TSA protocol, even if
the ﬁrst tag identiﬁcation happens during the BS phase.
T ime SEBST SA =
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The denominator shows that we make a distinction
between BS rounds and TSA slots, that have different
duration. Furthermore, for each protocol we distinguish
also between idle and collision rounds. Speciﬁcally, in
RBS ∗ lBS and RT SA ∗ lT SA we consider that the length
of an idle round divided by the length of a collision
or identiﬁcation round gives a factor 0.13 for the BS
protocol, and a factor 0.03 for the TSA protocol.
The Time SE of BSTSA protocol (i.e., 0.80) is slighlty
lower than the Time SE of TSA OPT (i.e., 0.82). This is
due to the tag estimation method, based on binary splitting, that introduces some cost, but allows the optimal
tuning of the initial frame size so that TSA OPT may
be applied with knowledge of the number of tags to
identify. BSTSA is scalable, as it achieves 0.80 Time SE
for any network size. It also overcomes the need to know
the number of tags n a priori to achieve maximum time
system efﬁciency, which is a serious limitation of TSA
OPT.

6

P ERFORMANCE

EVALUATION

This section reports the results of a thorough ns2 based
comparative performance evaluation among several of
the major schemes proposed for single reader–tag communications. We have implemented an RFID extension
of the Network Simulator ns2 (v. 2.30) [20] accounting for
all the unique features of reader-tag communications. We
simulated the QT, QTI, BS, TSA, Dy TSA, and EDFSA
anti-collision protocols. We do not show the results for
QT and EDFSA because they always perform worse than
QTI and TSA, respectively, as shown in previous work
[21]. Because TSA and Dy TSA with optimal frame sizing perform better than their basic versions (see Section
4), we compare BSTSA directly with them.
6.1 Simulation setup
To analyze the protocol performance we focus on two
metrics: (i) latency, deﬁned as the time measured in
seconds for identifying all tags, and (ii) time system
efﬁciency as deﬁned in Section 3.
We consider an RFID system with a single reader that
has a transmission range of 10m. We generate results
while varying the number of tags between n = 100 −
5000. The channel data rate is 40 Kbps and reader–
tag communications occur at a frequency 866 Mhz as
speciﬁed by the EPCglobal standard [8]. Tag IDs are
k = 96 bits long which is the most commonly used ID
length [8]. The ID values are uniformly distributed. We
experiment with varying initial frame sizes as speciﬁed
below. Results have been obtained by averaging over 150
runs.
6.2 Results
Results on time system efﬁciency for all protocols are
shown in Fig. 6(a) for network sizes ranging from n = 100
- 5000 nodes. BSTSA outperforms all other protocols and

achieves nearly the optimal 80% time system efﬁciency
(see Section 5.2). Results for networks between 100 and
500 nodes show around 75% efﬁciency, due to the cost
of the initial splitting. For larger networks (from 500 to
5000 nodes) this cost becomes negligible compared to the
identiﬁcation time and BSTSA achieves 79% efﬁciency.
BSTSA improves on the optimal versions of TSA and
Dy TSA by up to 20%, while compared to tree-based
protocols, BSTSA is nearly 100% more efﬁcient.
As explained in Section 4, the efﬁciency of TSA and
Dy TSA coincide because the optimal frame sizing together with unbounded tag estimation greatly reduces
the chances of all tags colliding in a single frame. Small
networks (100-200 nodes) achieve 80% efﬁciency because
the initial frame size N is ﬁxed to N = 128∗4.4−1 = 562,
providing the optimal frame size for such networks.
As the networks increase in size, the initial frame size
becomes an underestimation and time system efﬁciency
decreases to around 65% for 1000 tags. For larger networks, n > 1000 nodes, the TSA and Dy TSA efﬁciency
slightly increases because the error incurred in the initial
frame is amortized over the longer identiﬁcation times.
The time system efﬁciency of BS and QTI remains
constant independent of n because of the deterministic
operation of tree based-protocols. The BS protocol splits
a group of colliding tags into two groups of similar
cardinality at each step. The QTI protocol behaves similarly, as the IDs are uniformly distributed and hence the
identiﬁcation tree is similar to the BS tree. QTI is slighlty
better than BS because it avoids certain collisions.
The rational behind these trends is shown by results
on protocol latencies (see Fig. 6(b)). The bars in the
ﬁgure show the execution time of each protocol classiﬁed
into the time spent in collision rounds, idle rounds, and
identiﬁcation rounds.
For tree-based protocols, idle rounds have a minor
impact on overall protocol execution time, ranging from
2% to 4% of protocol execution time. The negligible
percentage of idle time in tree-based protocols is due
to the protocol design that causes many more collisions
than idle rounds. Eq. 4 and 5 denote the number of idle
and collision rounds for BS, which are 0.44∗n and 1.44∗n,
respectively. The small number of idle rounds and their
short duration explain the very low percentage of idle
time, compared to collision and identiﬁcation time.
On the other hand, BSTSA, TSA, and Dy TSA show
higher idle percentage (up to 15% in the case of 5000
nodes), but signiﬁcantly reduce the collision percentage
(by up to 90% with respect to BS collision percentage in
the case of 5000 tags), thanks to the optimal frame sizing.
Furthermore, BSTSA outperforms TSA and Dy TSA (reducing the latency up to 12%), as it is able to accurately
predict the number of tags being read and sets the
correct frame size because of the application of binary
tree splitting. This capability allows BSTSA to perform
an effective trade-off between idle and collision slots
starting with the ﬁrst frame.
To conﬁrm BSTSA predominance over TSA and
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Fig. 6. Time system efﬁciency and latency.

Dy TSA, which are shown to have good performance
in their optimal versions, we also investigated their time
system efﬁciency for different initial frame sizes. As they
perform similarly we report the results only for optimal
TSA. Figure 6(c) shows the time system efﬁciency of
the optimal TSA by varying the initial frame size, to

Fig. 7. Tags identiﬁcation versus time.
which overestimation is applied (N = n ∗ 4.4 − 1).
Compared with BSTSA, whose efﬁciency is 79% for
any network size except very small networks (100-300
tags), TSA achieves optimal time system efﬁciency when
the initial frame size effectively provides the optimal
overestimation (e.g. N = 500 ∗ 4.4 in the case of 500
tags). However, outside an interval around the optimal
point (where the time system efﬁciency reaches 80%), the
error introduced by the use of a ﬁxed initial frame size
causes the time system efﬁciency to decrease. When the
number of actual tags is lower than the basis of the initial
frame size, (e.g., 100-300 tags in case of N = 500 ∗ 4.4 − 1)
the overestimation produces too many idle slots. When
the number of actual tags is larger than the basis of
the initial frame size (e.g., 1000-5000 tags in case of
N = 500 ∗ 4.4 − 1), the initial frame results in an
underestimation, consequently increasing the number of
collisions, that in turn reduces the time system efﬁciency.
The BSTSA protocol improvement over TSA OPT and
Dy TSA OPT is not high because BSTSA executes a
TSA OPT over tag groups. However, BSTSA has the
additional feature of efﬁciently estimating the cardinality
of tag groups before starting TSA OPT, so that optimal
frame tuning is applied since the ﬁrst frame. This aspect
highlights an important characteristic of BSTSA – its
robustness. While TSA and Dy TSA may perform well
for networks of speciﬁc sizes, or when the number of
tags in the system is known a priori, BSTSA performs
well across the full range of network sizes even when
no information about the number of tags to be read is
known in advance. This makes it a powerful protocol in
environments in which the tag density may vary or is
unknown.
Figure 7 show how the protocols perform with respect
to tags read versus time when 1,000 tags are to be read.
A snapshot of the ﬁrst second shows that BSTSA has
read over 20% of the tags after 1 second, while TSA
and QTI have read about 10%. After a little more than
4 seconds BSTSA has read all 1,000 tags, while TSA and
QTI have read approximately 60% and 50%, respectively.
This may have a large impact in systems in which
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readers are active for a limited time (for example, when
moving on a mobile platform that is carrying inventory
into a warehouse), and the system is attempting to perform inventorying functions during normal operations.
These results show that much more information may be
learned using BSTSA in a small ﬁxed amount of time
than with the other protocols.

7

C ONCLUSIONS

In this paper we addressed collision resolution protocols for RFID systems. We deﬁned a new metric for
evaluating such protocols, the time system efﬁciency,
which provides a direct measure of the latency incurred
by such systems to read a group of tags. Based on
this metric we evaluated the performance of existing
proposed protocols and derived new optimal frame sizes
for speciﬁc protocols. Based on the insights gained, we
designed a new collision resolution protocol, BSTSA, that
combines the strengths of both tree-based and alohabased protocols. BSTSA not only achieves higher time
system efﬁciency than the other protocols, but is robust
to networks ranging from small sizes to very large sizes
without a priori knowledge of tag population.
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